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Pro. Dis.Mid.
The Second Section

Pro. Part:  Excellent radio force

Mid. Part:  Flexible coverstent

Dis. Part:  Good adherence          

performance
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The proximal end of the stent graft  can 

be bent into shape, with small resilience 

and good bending flexibility

The distal end of the endograft 

adopts a smaller wire diameter, which 

has a smaller radial force
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Results of First in man study, CTA follow up



Purpose:
To evaluate the safety and effectiveness of the double embbedded

branch stent graft system in the treatment of aortic arch lesions.

Design:
- Experimental design: prospective,single arm, multi - center

- True, false aortic arch aneurysms and ulcers involving aortic arch

- Instrument: double embbedded branch thoracic stent graft system.

- Type of trial: Registration study of class ⅲ implanted devices.

- Number of centres: 15 centres

- Sample size: Total sample size was 80 cases.

Lead unit: 

-The First Medical Center of the PLA General Hospital

Principal investigator: 

- Guo Wei, MD

Clinicl trial registry number:
- NCT04769992,GIANT Study
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Primary Safety Evaluation Method Timeline

Incidence of MAE by 

30 days 

postoperatively

All-cause mortality, myocardial infarction, renal failure, liver failure, respiratory 

failure, paraplegia, ischemic stroke, intestinal necrosis, amputation by 30 days 

postoperatively.
·Among them, renal failure leads to lasting dialysis, renal transplantation or other fatal results. 

Respiratory failure leads to significantly prolonged intubation time, tracheotomy, deterioration of 

pulmonary function or other fatal results. Intestinal necrosis refers to intestinal ischemia that requires 

intestinal resection or leads to other fatal results。

Before discharge/

By 30 days 

postoperatively

Primary Efficacy Evaluation Method Timeline

Success rate of aortic 

dissection by 12 

Months 

postoperatively

The 12-month success rate of aortic dissection is a composite index, including 

immediate technical success after operation12 months after operation, CTA reexamined 

that there was no displacement of aortic and branch covered stents, no type I and type III 

internal leakage, branch stents were unobstructed, and there was no secondary surgical 

intervention during follow-up.
· Definition: secondary surgical intervention refers to open surgery or intracavitary secondary treatment 

caused by trial equipment and surgery related complications or adverse events, such as retrograde 

dissection tear, aortic rupture, branch vessel occlusion, continuous type I or type III internal leakage 

requiring intervention, etc. other situations requiring surgical intervention shall be judged by the 

researcher whether it is secondary surgical intervention

Intraoperative/

By 12 months 

postoperatively
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- Baseline characteristics（From June, 2021 to May, 2022；Enrolled 32 cases）

Parameter Value（n=32）

Age 68.06±7.97（39~81）Y

Gender（%） M=27（84.38%）

BMI Index 24.81±2.63（19.03~29.38）

Hypertension 75.00%( 24/32)

Coronary artery Disease 21.88%(7/32)

Cerebral Infarction 18.75%(6/32)

Aortic arch aneurysms 84.38%(27/32)

Aortic arch ulcer 15.63%(5/32)

Thoracic/Abdominal/Iliac aneurysm/Dissection 4（12.50%）

Ejection Fraction 64.26±5.38 %（52~75%）
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25 subjects has participated 30-days follow-up, in which, one dead of cerebrovascular accident(4%), two cases 

of acute cerebral infarction (8%), one case of iliac artery rupture (4%) and one case of neck hematoma (4%).

Rate（%）

Immediate surgery success 100%

Stent migration 0%

Type Ⅰ and Ⅲ endoleak 4%(n=1,Type Ⅰb endoleak）

branch stent occlusion 0%

Second intervention during follow-up period 0%

Major adverse events 20%（5 cases）

Adverse events regarding to the endograft 8%（2 cases）

- Follow-up Results of 30 days postoperatively(n=25)
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WeFlow-TribranchTM

Results of First In man study
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Take home message

- Clinical evidence from published data  for endovascular aortic arch 

reconstruction devices is still lacking and the  results are not satisfactory.

- Further  clinical evidence are expected to confirm the safety and 

efficacy of the devices.

- WeFlow-BibranchTM , the  double inner branch, provides   another way to  

reconstruct Innominate and LCCA. 
WeFlow BibranchTM

- WeFlow-TribranchTM coulde be a feasible plan of total aortic arch  

replacement endovascularly. 

WeFlow TribranchTM

- The primary GIANT study results indicated a potential benefit for arch  

reconstruction endovascularly . 
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